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This thesis is concerned with the historical context

and evaluation of the string quartets of Franz Berwald. It

will establish the environment within which Berwald composed

these quartets, and show the results of his efforts.

The material for this investigation was gathered from

musical scores and literature about music.

Chapter I gives an introduction to the thesis and a

short biographical sketch of Berwald. Chapter II surveys the

string quartet in the first half of the nineteenth century,

citing the work of major composers. This chapter concludes

with an examination of the influences on Berwald's musical

styles. Chapter III surveys Berwald's musical output and

describes the Quartet in G Minor. Chapter IV describes his

last two quartets. The evaluations and conclusions are pre-

sented in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In the scholarly study of music history, there have

been many composers who have received far less attention

than they justly deserve. Their music has remained largely

unperformed and studies of their lives and music are few

when numbered with those devoted to the acknowledged masters.

The neglect of these composers is unjustified, for only

through the study of their music can researchers "balance

and round out the total environments within which the greats

or once-greats have predominated."1

Among these nearly forgotten composers is Franz Berwald,

a Swedish musician who was active during the early and mid-

dle years of the nineteenth century. He was quite an inter-

esting figure whose musical works include symphonies,

operas, symphonic poems, and a substantial quantity of

chamber music. In addition to his musical career, he was

involved in a number of widely diverse activities. His

other vocations included orthopedic therapy, manufacture of

orthopedic appliances, glass manufacturing, and the opera-

tion of a brick factory and a sawmill. In spite of his

William S. Newman, The Sonata Since Beethoven, 2nd.
ed. (New York: W. W. Norton, 1972), 16.

1
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interesting life, however, Berwald has until recently re-

mained rather obscure. His music was often criticized by

his contemporaries, and it was not until the last years of

his life that they bestowed on him the recognition he de-

served.

Even after his death Berwald's music remained largely

unperformed until the first part of the twentieth century.

For example, his Symphony in C Major was not performed until

1905. This situation is being corrected, however, as new

recordings of his music are issued and as performing editions

of his works become more readily available.

Berwald has been neglected by scholars even more than

by performers. Aake Brandel, one of the few persons to do

serious studies of Berwald, writes that "Berwald research is

a history of erratic isolated achievements or permanently

shelved projects. There is still no broad, scientifically

documented work on Berwald in existence.??2  The situation

described by Brandel has improved since his article was pub-

lished in 1967, but there is still only a small amount of

literature devoted to Berwald. A biography by Robert Layton

(1959) and a few articles published since 1968 have added

only slightly to the information on Berwald.

In addition to his neglect by authors of scholarly

articles, Berwald is notable for the neglect he has received

2Aake Brandel, "Between Beethoven and Berlioz--Franz
Berwald," Musikrevy (Special edition, 1967), 43.
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from the authors of comprehensive music histories. Most

surveys of nineteenth-century music mention him (if at all)

only as one of the Scandinavian composers active on the out-

skirts of civilization. One of the few authors to give

Berwald his just credit was Alfred Einstein. In Music in

the Romantic Era, he describes Berwald as "the initiator of

Swedish Romantic music (and) the most original personality

of 19th century Swedish music."?3

It is this view of Berwald that has prompted this study.

He was a highly original figure and is representative of the

many neglected composers from the nineteenth century. His

three string quartets, which are the specific topic of this

study, were selected for three primary reasons. First, the

string quartet is a standard genre with a generally

standardized form, and as such it provides a means by which

Berwald's quartets may be evaluated. Second, the string

quartet is an intimate medium, allowing all facets of a

composer's technique to be more readily observed. Third,

since the quartets are separated by three decades, the

changes in Berwald's style and technique will be more notice-

able than if the works had been composed within a smaller

period of time. They represent Berwald's early and late

styles and allow a more comprehensive examination of the

musical personality of the man regarded by the Swedish to be

their greatest composer.

3Alfred Einstein, Music in the Romantic Era (New York:
W. W. Norton, 1947), 319.



Biography

Franz Adolphe Berwald was born July 23, 1796, to a

family of German musicians. His father, Christian Friedrich

Berwald, was a violinist in the court orchestra and in 1790

had established a school to teach violin-playing to young

children.4 In this environment, it was natural that Franz

and his younger brother August should have learned to play

violin, and their father became their first teacher. Both

Franz and August "were encouraged to develop their musical

talent at an early age," and Franz made rapid progress on

the violin.5  His progress was displayed when, in 1806, he

gave a violin recital at age 10, playing a concerto for

violin and orchestra. 6

Christian Berwald, in order to support his wife, Agneta,

and his children, had means of supplementing his income

other than his position in the orchestra and his teaching.

With his half-brother, Georg Abraham Berwald, he engaged in a

music-copying enterprise which he established in 1782.7

Young Franz probably had to help his father in the music

4 Albert Wiberg, "Franz Berwald som Tidskriftredakr,"
Svensk Tidskrift f*r lMusikforskning XXXV(1954), 104.

5 Robert Layton, Franz Berwald (London: Anthony Blond,
1959), 24.

6 Douglas Townsend, "Reviews of Records," Musical
Quarterly L (1964), 24.

7 Layton, op. cit., 22.
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copying, thereby gaining experience in note writing and an

exposure to composition and repertory.8

After his mother's death in 1809, Berwald began to

devote more time and effort to his musical development, and

in March, 1811,performed Edouard Dupuy's Concerto for Violin

and Orchestra. Dupuy had heard Berwald play in Stockholm

and was impressed enough with the young musician's ability

and talent at that time to take charge of his education.9

When Dupuy became Kapellmeister for the Royal Opera

Orchestra in 1812, he gave Berwald a position playing

violin. It was about this time that young Berwald began to

apply himself to composition.1 0

The years between 1815 and 1820 were busy ones for

Berwald. His first compositions date from this period, and

he played in a number of concerts. Works completed during

this period include the Theme and Variations for Violin and

Orchestra, the Fantasy for Orchestra, the first version of

the Septet, and the String Quartets in G Minor and B Flat

Major. The Theme and Variations bears opus number 2, but

opus numbers are meaningless with Berwald. He "seems to

have nursed a passion for low opus numbers since the two

piano quintets written in the fifties . . . after the

8 Wiberg, op. cit., 104.

9 Layton, op. cit., 27.

10 Wiberg, op. cit., 104.
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symphonies, the four string quartets, the seven symphonic

poems, not to mention his numerous operatic works, bear the

astronomical number of five and six.""

In 1818, Berwald left the Royal Orchestra to accept a

position as supervisor of note printing for the lithography

firm of Fehr and MUller, with the hope of having some of his

compositions printed.12 This new job gave him time for

composition and allowed an opportunity to publish some of

his compositions, and it is likely that his experience in

his father's copying business was a positive factor in his

employment with Fehr and M1iller. While still employed there

Berwald edited and published the .MusikaliskTidskrift, which

was first issued in December, 1818, and included pieces by

Viotti, Mehul, and Lacoste.1 3  This endeavor proved to be

an outlet for some of Berwald's compositions, since most of

the music published in it was his. Berwald's purpose with

the music journal is clear. He had the opportunity to

publish some of his own compositions and make his music

known to the public. It might even have been an attempt to

reach the European continent. 1 4

11.
Layton, op. cit., 29.

12 Wiberg, op. cit., 105.

13 Layton, op. cit., 31.

14 Wiberg, op. cit., 122.
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Berwald's work with the journal and the lithography

business did not hinder his concert career, however. In

1819, he and his brother toured Finland and Russia, giving

concerts in Aabo, Helsingfors, Viborg, and St. Petersburg.1 5

The trip was an apparent success, since they were well

received in Russia and were asked to return.

Soon after his return to Sweden, the journal failed in

the face of competition, and in 1820, Berwald returned to

the orchestra. Shortly thereafter, he began to compose with

renewed energy and produced two of his most important early

works, the Symphony in A Major and the Violin Concerto in

C Sharp Minor, both of which were performed on March 3, 1821.16

The 1820s were primarily occupied by composition and

concert activity in Stockholm. Works from this period in-

clude a cantata, a Concerto for Bassoon and Orchestra, the

opera Gustav Vasa, and The Battle of Leipzig, a symphonic

poem.

Toward the end of that decade Berwald saw that Sweden

had little to offer musically when compared to musical life

on the continent, so in 1829, he traveled to Berlin, arriving

during the first week in June. 17 In contrast to many

nineteenth-century composers, he was not a prolific letter-

isIbid., 115.

16 Layton, op. cit., 34.

1 7 Ibid., 56.
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writer, but the one cited below will show how busy he was

during the first months in Berlin.

I am terribly busy with work, and hope that in
October or the beginning of November to have my
opera (Leonida?) complete. . . . In Berlin I have
had the opportunity in hearing much new music or
rather music that is new for a Swede. In all
events I have complimentary tickets for the opera
through the good offices of the director of the
Theatre.1 8

The stay in Berlin was important for Berwald's musical

development. He became acquainted with Felix Mendelssohn

and was exposed to much of the "new" music of that period.

His music achieved a little success in Berlin, but it did

not provide him with enough money to make a living, so he

was forced to turn to other means of support.

Berwald apparently had a knack for business and a grasp

of contemporary science, because in 1835 he "established an

orthopedic institute for physiotherapy based on the 'Swedish

gymnastics' principles of Per Henrik Ling."'9  He had a long-

standing interest in orthopedics and was well read in the

field. From 1835, he was increasingly involved with the

institute and achieved a fair amount of success with it.

His methods and apparatus, which were examined and found to

be medically sound, were in use for many years after his

death. 20

18 Ibid., 57.

19 David Hall, "Swedish Symphonist Franz Berwald," Hi-Fi
Stereo Review XVI (February, 1966), 90.

2 0 Layton, op. cit., 64.
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In 1841, Berwald liquidated the institute and left for

Vienna with a young lady who had been one of his staff

members and in the spring of that year was married to Rosine

Wilhelmine Mathilde Scherer. 21 The stay in Vienna was short,

however, and in 1842, the Berwalds moved to Stockholm.

The 1840s were years of great creative energy for

Berwald. His three most famous symphonies, in G Minor,

C Major, and E Flat Major, were all written during this time

although only the one in G Minor was performed. 1843 was

0
highlighted by a performance of his operetta, Jag gar i

Kloster, with Jenny Lind singing the leading role.22 His

last two string quartets also date from this period (1849).

The latter part of the decade was occupied by travels

to Vienna, where in 1846, he was made an honorary member of

the Mozarteum in Salzburg, and to Paris, and concerts in

various cities in Germany, Austria, and France. In 1850,

Berwald returned to Sweden for the last time and accepted a

position as manager of the Sando5 Glass Works in Angermanland,

eventually becoming a partner in the firm. 2 3

Even with all this business activity, he still found

time to compose. The 1850s saw the composition of the bulk

of his chamber music, including his most important chamber

21 Ibid., 64.

22 Ibid., 167.

23 Ibid., 80.
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works, the two piano quintets. Other works for the 1850s

include his Piano Concerto, Trios in F Minor and in D Minor,

and the Concertino for Violin and Piano.

In 1858 the Sand6 glass works closed, and Berwald was

subsequently appointed director of the Sandvik Glass Works,

near the present site of the Stockholm airport. He left

this company in 1859, when he became aware that, through no

fault of his own, it too would soon fail. He then turned to

the manufacture of bricks which, despite his knack for

business, also failed.24

The 1860s saw two personal triumphs for Berwald.

Though his musical productivity decreased, his compositions

finally gained some success in his native country and in

1864 he was elected a Fellow of the Royal Academy of Music.

This was followed in 1867 by an appointment as professor of

composition at the recently organized conservatory in

Stockholm.2 5  The timing of these awards was fortunate for

Berwald. Had they been delayed a few years he would never

have received them, for on April 3, 1868, Franz Berwald died

after a long fight with pneumonia. His recognition by his

countrymen was the final honor to the man considered by many

to be Sweden's greatest composer.

Ibid., 84-85.

25 Ibid., 61.



CHAPTER II

THE STRING QUARTET IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY AND

FRANZ BERWALD'S MUSICAL ENVIRONMENT

In order to view the string quartets of Franz Berwald

in their historical context, one must understand the state

of string quartet writing in the first half of the nineteenth

century. Berwald's creative life spanned a dynamic period

in music history. He grew up on the music of Haydn, Mozart,

and Beethoven, was a contemporary of Schubert, Mendelssohn,

and Schumann, and died when Liszt, Wagner, Bruckner, and

Brahms were active. His three existing string quartets,

dating from 1818 and 1849, were separated by years which saw

great changes in musical styles and techniques. The first,

in G Minor, was written while Beethoven was still in his

middle period and Haydn had been dead less than ten years.

The last two, in A Minor and E Flat Major, were written long

after Beethoven's last quartets, and after those of Schubert,

Mendelssohn, and Schumann.

A concise survey of string quartet writing in the first

half of the nineteenth century will aid in showing the place

of the Berwald quartets in the repertory.

Of all the quartets of the nineteenth century, those of

Beethoven must represent the highest state of the art. No

11
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later composer could ignore his greatness, nor escape his

influence. In spite of their importance, however, the

Beethoven quartets will not be discussed here. Many fine

studies on the subject are available, and excellent re-

cordings of the works may be found in most record stores.

It will suffice to say that they represent the peak in the

string quartet writing of the first half of the nineteenth

century, and probably of any time.

But even before Beethoven's death in 1827, composers

active in the early part of the century were striking new

paths in musical styles. "The full flower of Classicism,

represented by Haydn and Mozart, had faded. Beethoven . . .

was pursuing his own isolated way. . . . Adherence to

traditional forms and worship of traditional musical content

quickly became a thing of the past." 1 The period from about

1810 to 1850 presents a wide variety of stylistic tendencies

in music. Forms became less rigid, chromaticism and harmonic

coloring increased, tonal ambiguities were present, and music

became more of a means of personal expression for the com-

poser.

The music of three men, Franz Schubert, Felix

Mendelssohn, and Robert Schumann, stands out as representa-

tive of the string quartet literature of the first half of

1Homer Ulrich, Chamber Music, 2nd. ed. (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1966), 264.
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the nineteenth century, and they may be singled out for their

contributions to the chamber repertory.

The fifteen quartets of Schubert must rank among the

finest ever composed. As a violist in the family quartet,

he had an ample proving ground for his efforts in this genre.

Six of the quartets, written while Schubert was still in his

teens, were probably experimental works intended only for

home practice. 2 These works were probably modelled after

those of Haydn and Mozart, and examination of the music

supports this assumption. The chromaticism so common in

Mozart and the formal techniques of Haydn are evident in

these quartets.

In Schubert's later quartets, one finds more evidence

of his skill and assurance in the medium. He realized the

necessity for a balance between the four parts, although the

first violin often carries the greater part of the virtuoso

writing.3 Schubert added to the string quartet orchestral

effects of tremelos, alternation of major and minor, and

"harmonic and instrumental color contrasts."4  Perhaps the

greatest of his quartets are the ones in A Minor (number 13)

and D Minor ("Death and the Maiden," number 14).

2Irving Kolodin, "The String Quartets of Franz Schubert,"
Stereo Review XXXVI(June, 1976), 96.

3Kenneth Klaus, The Romantic Period in Music (Boston:
Allyn and Bacon, 197077355.

4 Ulrich, op. cit., 268.
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The six string quartets of Felix Mendelssohn, though

less known and less frequently played than Schubert's,are

still outstanding examples of nineteenth-century quartet

writing. Mendelssohn was heavily influenced by Mozart and

Beethoven and was "evidently ahead of his time in grasping

the importance of the whole range of Beethoven's chamber

music." These influences are evident in all of Mendelssohn's

instrumental music, since it conforms closely to Classical

principles.

Mendelssohn's chamber music is written symphonically,

as if for a body of strings instead of just one to a part.

He often experimented with cyclic form, and there is evi-

dence of this in the recapitulations of the finales.6 He

reaches his peak in this genre in the third quartet, Opus

44, number 1, and those that follow. The thematic develop-

ment and formal technique displayed in the later quartets

show a mastery of the genre and a thorough understanding of

musical organization. His counterpoint is superior in these

works, probably due in part to his studies of the music of

Bach.

Chamber music represents only a small part of Schumann's

output, but his three string quartets of opus 41 deserve

5John Horton, Mendelssohn Chamber Music (Seattle:
University of Washington Press, 1972), 11.

6Rey M. Longyear, Nineteenth-Century Romanticism in
Music, 2nd. ed. (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1972), 114.
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mention here. Composed within six months of each other in

1842, they were dedicated to Felix Mendelssohn. They are

characterized by "sudden contrasts of mood, impulsive changes

of heart," and adherence to the principle of cyclical form.7

The "dreamy introductions to the first and third quartets,

fervent or tender melodies in the slow movements, and an

occasional introspective passage in the allegros all testify

to his Romantic temper."8

Although the quartets of Schubert, Mendelssohn, and

Schumann represent the best compositions in this genre during

the first half of the nineteenth century (excluding Beethoven),

they constitute only a small portion of the chamber music of

the period. Franz Berwald is one of countless lesser-known

composers whose music deserves the attention of scholars and

performers. Only through the study of the minor composers

can the music of the masters be appreciated.

Franz Berwald's Musical Environment

There are certain factors in the life of every composer

which affect his compositions, and Berwald's life is no

exception. He had the normal influences of teachers and

exposure to the music of other composers, but he also ex-

perienced one factor which probably affected very few

nineteenth-century composers: a cultural life in Sweden

7Ulrich, op. cit., 291.
8 Ibid. 290,.
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that was far behind that of the continent. This was probably

a source of great frustration for him, but it may have also

been a primary source for some of his individuality.

Sweden did not provide an optimum environment for a

composer of Berwald's talent. The country's educational

level was very low because of the low population density and

the poor communications systems.9 The cultivation of music

was considered merely a fashionable thing to do or a casual

pastime. In fact, "until well into the 19th century,

Sweden's musical life was borne on the shoulders of amateurs

and dielttantes, a large group of unschooled townsmen with

tastes running to parlor songs and male quartets. Too

often music was cultivated by their ladies to ward off bore-

dom or used to accompany a reception in the home."1 0

But encouraging signs also appeared during this period

which was afflicted with a dearth of musical sophistication.

The Royal Opera continued to produce new and old works and

music societies and chamber music groups began to appear.

Contemporary witnesses from this time pointed out the in-

creasing interest in music in Sweden, though the musical

life was often criticized. Newspapers and journals began to

9Stig Walin, "Franz Berwalds Offentiga Konsertverksambet
I Stockholm FUre Utrikesresan 1829," Svensk Tidskrift f6r
Musikforskning XXVIII(1946), 8.

10 John H. Yoell, The Nordic Sound (Boston: Crescendo
Publishing Company, 1974), 26.

11 Ibid., 26.
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pay more attention to musical life and provided more space

than before to review and criticize opera performances and

public concerts. On October 11, 1828, the newspaper Heimdall

had an article saying, "it is an observation, from the pub-

lic, a fair observation, that the importance of music has

gradually increased the last few years. It is the only one

of the different types of fine art that is honored." 12  The

progress of Swedish musical life was evident earlier, though,

with the formation in 1823 of the Mazer Quartet Society, al-

though the society rejected Berwald's music, playing the

classics and only rarely the music of Schumann and Mendel-

ssohn.13 But as concert activity grew in Sweden, Berwald

was given an opportunity to hear and play the music of other

composers.

The music that Berwald heard in Sweden was most likely

that of composers active in Germany and Austria. When one

lists the great composers of the first half of the nine-

teenth century, the list invariably includes a preponderance

of Austro-German names, especially if opera and other vocal

music are excluded. A cultural interchange between

Scandinavia and the northern part of Europe, since the two

areas share a common racial and cultural heritage. The most

12 Walin, op. cit., 8.

1 3 Gunnar Jeanson, "Swedish Chamber Music," Cobbett's
Cyclopedic Survey of Chamber Music, 2nd ed., 3 vols., ed.
Walter Wilson Cobbett (London: Oxford University Press,
1963), II, 472.
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notable common grounds are the languages and the epic tales

of the countries, especially the Sigfrid (Siegried) legends,

which are the basis for the Nibelungenlied of the Germanic

peoples, and the Eddas of the Nordic peoples.

Thus it was that Scandinavian composers came under the

Austro-German influence. In fact, "the best Swedish music

has been created within a sphere predetermined in form and

style on the continent."1  The great musical centers such

as Vienna, Liepzig, and Berlin, became veritable Meccas for

music students with lofty aspirations. Even those composers

who did not study in those cities, with few exceptions, did

not fail to come under the influence of the well-known

German composers.15

One may assume, that in his travels abroad and in

Stockholm, Berwald was exposed to a great deal of music,

especially that of the Austro-German composers. In Stockholm,

most concerts included at least one or two compositions by

Haydn, Mozart, or Beethoven. Other composers frequently

represented include Dupuy (Berwald's teacher), Weber, Spohr,

Me4hul, Hummel, and Berwald.16 Berwald and his brother were

performers in most of the orchestral pieces and played the

great majority of the solo violin parts, gaining a greater

1 4Lennart Reimers, "Swedish Chamber Music," Canon
XII(September, 1958), 81.

1 5 William S. Newman, The Sonata Since Beethoven, 2nd.
ed. (New York: W. W. Norton, 1972), 11.

16 Walin, op. cit., 18-23.
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familiarity with the music than if they had only been ob-

servers.

The influences of these composers on Berwald's music

are fairly obvious in his earlier works, but are less notice-

able in his later compositions. The first works in Classical

genres are obviously modelled on Classical forms and were

probably influenced by Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven. Less

apparent impressions on Berwald's music were probably left

by Spohr and Weber. Robert Layton, Berwald's biographer, has

stated that Berwald knew the music of Spohr and had admira-

tion for his work.17 Much of the chromaticism in Berwald's

String Quartet in G Minor may be a result of his familiarity

with Spohr's music. 18

Weber's influence on Berwald is more difficult to trace

than that of Spohr, but the idea has had some support.

Berwald probably heard Weber's orchestral music and opera

music rather than his piano music; therefore any influence

would more likely be heard in these idioms. Layton postu-

lates that the symphonic poems Grillen, Elfenspiel, and

Reminiscences from the Norwegian Mountains all owe homage to

Weber.1 9

17 Robert Layton, "Berwald's Chamber Music," Musical
Times CIX (April, 1968), 319.

1 8 Longyear, op. cit., 91.

19 Layton, op. cit., 319.
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The influence of Mendelssohn is more easily documented.

During his trip to Berlin in 1829, Berwald met Mendelssohn

and was received in his home. It is highly unlikely that

Berwald did not hear and study the music of Mendelssohn.

Though never became fast friends, perhaps due to Berwald's

gruff manner, the two did associate with each other from time

to time during Berwald's stay in Berlin. Paul Mies, in his

review of the Barenreiter edition of the Berwald quartets,

states that the composer may have received stimuli to ex-

periment with cyclical form from Mendelssohn.20 It is

commonly known that many of Mendelssohn's compositions were

cyclical, and it may have been from his familiarity with

these works that induced Berwald to experiment with form in

his own way. His most ambitious attempt at cyclical form

appears in the E Flat Quartet, in which the first and second

movements are repeated as the fourth and fifth movements.

Lesser influences on Berwald's music should also be

mentioned. Berwald's first professional position was as

violinist in the Royal Opera House Orchestra in Stockholm,

and the operatic styles of the early nineteenth century must

have left their impressions on him. "Italian, French, and

German subjects and musical styles . . . dominated Swedish

opera houses in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth

20 Paul Mies, review of Samtliche Werke. Bd. II.
Striechquartette by Franz Berwald (Kassel: Brenreiter,

Svensk Tidskrift f6r Musikforskning XLVIII (1967), 190.
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centuries," and it is from these sources that Berwald's

operatic style developed. 21 It is likely that Berwald "was

able to hear the theatre music of the time, some Gretry and

Mehul in Stockholm, and German music during his visits to

Berlin and Vienna. "2 2

Berwald's influences on contemporary and later composers

seem to be less apparent than other composers' influences on

him. This fact is borne out by Alfred Einstein's statement

that "there was . . . no outstanding personality who with

his music re-influenced Europe, as did, in literature, the

Danes (Siren) Kierkegard and J. P. Jacobsen, the Norwegian

Henrik Ibsen, or the Swede August Strindberg. ,23 Berwald's

primary influence was on Ludwig Norman (1831-1885), a nine-

teenth-century Swedish composer who was one of Berwald's few

admirers in his native country, and on August Soderman (1832-

1876), a Swedish composer of theater music.24 Norman was

"Berwald's first and most valiant champion. He adopted and

developed the superior style established by Berwald,

21Donald Jay Grout, A Short History of Opera, 2nd. ed.
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1965), 478.

22 Ian Parrot, "Some Notes on Berwald," Musical Times
VL (May, 1954), 247.

2 3 Alfred Einstein, Music in the Romantic Era (New York:
W. W. Norton, 1947), 317.

24 Bo Alander, Swedish Music (Stockholm: The Swedish
Institute, 1956), 26.
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expanding it in the direction of intensified romanticism." 2 5

According to Longyear, it is probable that "Sibelius was

well acquainted with such passages in Berwald's music as the

opening of the Sinfonie Singuliere and the conclusion of the

Sinfonie Seriduse."26

One may surmise that there were elements present in

Berwald's music. The influences of his upbringing, the

cultural life in Sweden, the cultural interchange between

Sweden and the rest of Europe, and his travels all made

their impressions on his music. The following chapter(s)

will discuss his music.

25 Gunnar Jeanson, op. cit., 472.

2 6 Longyear, op. cit., 235.



CHAPTER III

THE MUSIC

Franz Berwald's musical production spanned a variety of

genres. Included among his works are four symphonies, four

concertos, seven complete operas, six symphonic poems,

assorted choral and vocal works, and a wide selection of

chamber music.

Though he composed from his teens until shortly before

his death in 1868, it was during the 1840s that he composed

most of the music for which he is known today. These works

include the symphonies, most of the symphonic poems, and the

string quartets in A Minor and E Flat Major. 1 Most of the

chamber music, with the exception of the Quartet in G Minor,

the Septet (1817, rev. 1828?) and a few other early works,

was composed between 1845 and 1860.

Certain features appeared in almost all of Berwald's

music. Perhaps the most striking feature of his music is

its originality. An occasional passage may suggest the in-

fluence or anticipation of another composer, but the overall

character and sound of Berwald's music are his own. This

opinion has been expressed by nearly every writer on Berwald,

1 Robert Layton, Franz Berwald (London: Anthony Blond,
1959), 24.

23
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and his originality is apparent to the ear. The listener is

constantly (though often mildly) surprised.

Berwald's music varies widely in character. The opening

movement of the G Minor Symphony could have been written with

the assistance of Brahms, but the slow movement could have

been written more with Schubert in mind. Even within move-

ments, contrast is an important element. For example, in

the first movement of the A Minor Quartet, the choppy open-

ing motive of the Allegro is soon followed by a mysterious

interplay of voices (Examples 1 and 2).

OIL-
A

Ida LIV I
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3R
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dim

Ex. 1--Berwald, String Quartet in A Minor, first mov.,
m. 21.
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Ex. 2--Berwald, String Quartet in A Minor, first mov.,
m. 31.

Another aspect of Berwald's individuality is shown by

the absence of certain elements rather than their presence.

In contrast to other Scandinavian composers, Berwald made

little use of his native folk music, and his music is hardly

nationalistic in character. On the other hand, though

Berwald was to a certain extent influenced by European music,

his individuality was strong enough "to resist (more than

his Scandinavian peers) the ever encroaching influence of

the German romantics on composers of Scandinavian origin. "3

2 Douglas Townsend, "Reviews of Records," Musical
Quarterly L (1964), 127.

3 John Horton, Scandinavian Music (London: Faber and
Faber, 1963), 116.



Thus, with the absence of Scandinavian and European charac-

teristics, Berwald's music naturally assumed a certain

individuality.

A number of elements characterize Berwald's music. He

mastered counterpoint at an early age, as the fugal section

in the finale of the G Minor Quartet (1818) demonstrates.

He loved contrapuntal webs and interplay between instruments

and by the 1840s had "achieved an absolute supremacy over

form and contrapuntal technique. "4 Berwald was also known

for his strange harmonies, such as in the Quartet in G Minor.

In measures 44-52, the tonal center shifts from G minor to

E minor, then from G major to D flat major. (Example 3).

Like other nineteenth-century composers, Berwald was

concerned with unity of form in his compositions. He was

constantly experimenting with form and made many innovations

in his larger compositions. "One of his most characteristic

attributes is his manner of joining movements into modulated

complexes. The scherzo often stands, without a trio as the

central portion of the slow movement."5 The most well known

works in which this technique is used are the Septet, the G

Minor Symphony, and the E Flat Quartet. The best examples

are to be found in the last two quartets, which will be dis-

cussed later.

4Aake Brandel, "Between Beethoven and Berlioz--Franz
Berwald," IMusikrevy (Special edition, 1967), 44.

5 Ibid.
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The Quartets

The three string quartets, composed in 1818 and 1849,

are among Berwald's best and most representative works. The

string quartet was a medium with which Berwald, being a first-

rate violinist and an adequate viola player, must surely have

been well acquainted, and it was only natural that he should

write for this particular combination of instruments. It was

also in this medium that Berwald tested his skill in some

aspects of composition and made his most daring experiments

in others. The first quartet, in G minor, is obviously a

student work, and it is here that Berwald tests his mastery

of "classical" forms. The last two are experiments with

form. "All three quartets are in their different ways

astonishingly forward-looking: the first in its bold modula-

tions; the second in its approach to form; the third in its

use of chromaticism. " It is in these compositions that all

aspects of Berwald's style and musical personality are ap-

parent: his individuality, use of brash harmonies, contra-

puntal skills, and experiments with form.

Quartet in G Minor

The first quartet, in G minor, and its companion in B

flat major (now lost) were composed in 1818, when Berwald

was twenty-two years old. Little is known about the

6 Robert Layton, "Berwald's Chamber Music," Musical
Times CIX (April, 1968), 319.
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circumstances of the composition of these works, but we do

know that he attempted to have them published. Robert

Layton cites a letter of January 5, 1819:

During the six years that I have spent in the (Royal
Opera) Orchestra, I have always endeavored to
develop my small talents and branch out on new paths
and this is already reaping its own rewards since a
monthly Musical Journal that I edit, has been
favourably received. I hope, Messrs. Peters, that
you view it advantageous to publish the (two)
quartets and I leave it to you to offer me roughly
what you like; I do this only for- my own satis-
faction although I have not laid down so much work
for nothing. Nobody here has any copies of these
works although they have been heard here, I venture
to say, with great satisfaction, but I have not per-
mitted anyone to make copies of them; consequently
they are expected to appear in print shortly.7

That the companion work is lost is unfortunate, but its ex-

istence does bring up an interesting (but perhaps insignifi-

cant) fact. The quartets were composed in pairs.

The Quartet in G Minor was composed in the "traditional"

manner of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven. It consists of four

movements with a scherzo and trio as the third movement. Of

the three quartets, this is the only one in which a trio

appears. The forms are clearly defined, but not so obvious-

ly so as to suggest any lack of skill on Berwald's part.

From the opening measures the mood is set for the entire

work. Berwald sets a feeling of intensity, as if this work

is meant to prove a point. One might say that here the mind

takes precedence over the heart. This is an intellectual

7 Robert Layton, Franz Berwald (London: Anthony Blond,
1959), 24.
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endeavor and Berwald has added no superflous elements to

this quartet. He plays no tricks--yet.

A few generalizations may be made about this early work.

Though some of his harmonies are rather brash and shocking

to the ear, Berwald generally keeps to closely related keys

for the major sections of the work, with occasional excur-

sions into the reaches of tonality, as in measures 44-52,

referred to above (Example 3). The harmonies, however

strange, are functional. Altered notes generally resolve in

the proper direction, though sometimes as much as a full

measure after everything else has resolved, or they are

resolved enharmonically, when the altered note may receive

a new name in a new harmony.

Another common feature of this work is Berwald's use of

sequences and repeated figures in the cello. The sequences

are not what one might expect, however. Instead of the

roots moving up a fourth and down a fifth, as was common

up until that time, Berwald plays a small surprise and moves

the roots up a fifth and down a fourth, as if he were going

backwards. An example of this type of root movement may be

observed in measures 28-31 in the first movement. This

figure is preceded by a repeated descending pattern in

measures 20-27 (Example 4).
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Ex. 3--Berwald, String Quartet in G Minor, first mov.,
mm. 44-52.
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Ex. 4--Berwald, String Quartet in G Minor, first mov.,
mm. 20-21.

Berwald's cadences are also worthy of mention here.

They are generally accompanied by certain features. The

most obvious is the appearance of a pedal shortly before the

cadence point. Further decoration of cadences is provided

by trills and suspensions on the penultimate note of the

cadence. Ornamented cadences are not especially uncommon,

but they are characteristic of Berwald at this period in his

life.

The first movement begins directly with the first theme

in G minor (Example 5). Berwald establishes the key im-

mediately, though he soon deviates from the home key. The

Ex. 5--Berwald, String Quartet in G Minor, first mov.,
mm. 1-3.

first theme consists of several motives, each formed from a

short,, compact group of notes. Berwald's planning becomes

apparent when these motives appear in the development and
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are used effectively in that section. The first violin

carries the weight of the melodic material, but this was a

common practice, and one must remember that Berwald was an

accomplished violinist.

The opening motive is contrasted almost immediately in

measure 7 by a figure which will carry great importance later

in the movement (Example 6). As stated earlier, contrast is

Ex. 6--Berwald, String Quartet in G Minor, first mov.,
mm. 7-9.

one of the characteristic features of Berwald's music, and

it is even more apparent in the later quartets.

Following the opening motives and the confirmation of

the key, Berwald begins a long modulatory section before

reaching the second key area. It is here that the sequences

referred to earlier appear. Berwald seems to be moving

somewhere, but one gets the impression that he does not know

exactly where. Finally, after a long pedal on F in measures

62-64, the key of B flat major is reached, and the second

key area begins in measure 65.

The melodic material of the second key area is smoother

and more lyrical than that previously heard. The melody is

longer and more connected, but it is divisible into shorter
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motivic cells (Example 7). Again, Berwald's planning is

evident, since these fragments of the second theme are used

for development later in the movement.

Ex. 7--Berwald, String Quartet in G Minor, first mov.,
mm. 65-66.

Having once established the key of B flat major, Ber-

wald does not remain there long. He begins to modulate in

measure 71 and continues until he reaches the closing theme

(measure 106), which appears in the key of B flat minor and

is based on the material first heard in measure 65 (Example 7).

The development makes use of motives from the first and

second key areas. Berwald does not mix melodic material, but

will use one motive for a while and then use another one for

a while. The rhythmic pattern first stated in measure 3

(Example 8) is used extensively, though the melodic pattern

Ex. 8--Berwald, String Quartet in G Minor, first mov.,
m. 3.~ ~~ ~~
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is not strictly adhered to. The motive illustrated in

Example 7 is developed beginning in measure 188. It remains

essentially in its original form and is sequenced only a few

times before Berwald begins his journey back to G minor.

The home key is reached in measure 212, following a

pedal on its dominant. The recapitulation is short and

compressed, with only the essential elements restated. Most

of the modulatory filler is omitted, but this omission does

not mean that Berwald will remain in the same key. In

measures 250-268, Berwald passes through F sharp major, C

sharp minor, and A flat major before settling on the dominant

of C minor in measure 268. The movement concludes with a

short coda which remains (generally) in the home key.

The slow movement (Poco Adagio) of this quartet, in B

flat major, is a simple three-part form. There are no dis-

tant modulations here (as in the preceding movement) and the

whole movement has a more relaxed character, as shown by the

first theme (Example 9). In fact, the counterpoint seems to

Ex. 9--Berwald, String Quartet in G Minor, second mov.,
mm. 1-4.
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dominate the harmony, and Berwald has left the harmony fairly

simple, mainly using tonic and dominant chords. Pedals are

used on the dominant in order to solidify the home key.

The second section of this movement provides the element

of contrast which is nearly always present in Berwald's music.

The melodic material here, written in shorter note values

than in the first section, is in B flat minor (Example 10).

Ex. 10-Berwald, String Quartet in G Minor, second mov.,
mm. 26-30.

The entire section seems to move more than the opening

material until it reaches the pedal on F before the return

of the first section.

The restatement of the opening material of the second

movement is slightly varied from its original exposition.

Though the melodic material is essentially the same, Berwald

has changed the accompaniment to a more contrapuntal type

than earlier. Through the entire section one instrument is

playing a running figure in 32nd notes (Example 11). The

movement ends after four measures of dominant pedal.

of
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Ex. ll--Berwald, String Quartet in G Minor, second mov.,
mm. 50-51.

The third movement of the G Minor Quartet is a scherzo

and trio in the home key. The opening of this movement

immediately sets a harsh, driving mood, contrasted after ten

measures by a falling chord figure (Example 12) played

pianissimo. This element of contrast, prominent through the

whole scherzo, helps in sustaining the mood set at the opening.

Ex. 12--Berwald, String Quartet in G Minor, third mov.,m. 10.

Berwald employs here a technique which will bear im-

portance in the Quartet in A Minor. Instead of using groups

of motives to compile a main theme, he repeats a single
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motive a number of times, then repeats this process, using

new motives to form theme groups. Seven distinct motives are

employed here to form three main sections, though the last

does not appear until shortly before the scherzo ends.

The harmonies in the scherzo, like those of the slow

movement, are mainly tonic and dominant, but Berwald does

modulate through a variety of keys. The modulations are not

clear cut. Berwald chooses in this movement to sneak into a

new key rather than announce it by a dominant. Before the

movement ends, it has modulated through D flat major, A flat

major, G flat minor, E flat major and its parallel minor, A

flat minor, E major, E minor, and back to G minor. Most of

the modulations are achieved via a common tone or enharmoni-

cally with a common tone, as in measures 82-88 when it shifts

from A flat minor to E major (Example 13).

4 '7  
1__ __ __ _

Ex. 13--Berwald, String Quartet in G Minor, third mov.,
mm. 87-88.

The scherzo is in ternary form, with a theme group of

three motive groups presented in each section. The fourth
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motive group appears in the return of the first section. The

middle section is the least stable of the movement, as it

contains most of the modulations.

The trio brings out the element of contrast again. It

is a soft, lyrical three-part form in G major with a running

figure in the second violin. The theme is played three times,

with a varied harmonization for the second statement. The

harmony here is a succession of secondary dominants and

leading tones, but it never really leaves the key of G

major. A da capo returns the players to the scherzo.

The finale of this quartet, marked "allegretto," is in

G major, and from the first twelve measures it is obvious

that Berwald has something in mind for later in the movement.

The initial theme is made up of six distinct melodic frag-

ments which, when combined, form a coherent and logical

melody (Example 14). It begins on the weak half of a

quarter note and the first accented note is on the third

scale degree. The melody then modulates to D major before

it is repeated. The significance of this theme will be

made more apparent in the discussion of the coda below.

The harmony of this movement is rather mild when

compared to that of the first movement. The most distant

keys reached are the subdominant and dominant, with only a

brief section in the parallel minor.
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Ex. 14--Berwald, String Quartet in G Minor, fourth mov.,
mm. 1-12.

Berwald seems to have a larger plan in mind for this

movement, a supposition which becomes apparent when the

harmonic scheme and form are outlined. The initial theme is

presented twice in G major, followed by some transition

material which modulates to C major, where the theme is

repeated in the new key. More bridge material leads the

quartet briefly through D minor before the key of D major is

established. A new theme here before the work moves back to

G major, where both themes are presented again with slight

variations in mode. The key of G minor is suggested but is

never definitely established. Now the harmonic scheme may

be viewed clearly as nothing more than a I-IV-V-I progression,

a surprisingly simple harmonic outline for Berwald, but he

had reasons for doing it this way.

The dominant feature of this movement is not the harmony,

as it was in the first movement. The structure of the first

theme and the simple harmonic scheme allow the coda of the
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movement to become its outstanding section. Berwald has

made the opening melodic fragment into an excellent fugue

subject, allowing him to exploit his contrapuntal skills.

He obviously did not want any other aspect of this movement

to overshadow the fugal coda, and he succeeded in letting it

stand what preceded. it. The fugue subject (Example 15) and

the countersubject (Example 16) are quoted below.

Ex. 15--Berwald, String Quartet in G Minor, fourth mov.,
mm. 234-238.

Ex. 16--Berwald, String Quartet in G Minor, fourth mov.,
mm. 238-242.

The fugal section could have been very good, but Berwald's

contrapuntal technique was not as highly polished as it would

be later in his life. The fugue subject is stated in each
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voice with the countersubject above or below it as each suc-

cessive instrument enters the fugue. The subject is heard in

G major and D major in alternation at each entry. After the

exposition of the fugue, the subject is then stated four more

times in G major, F major, C major, and G minor, with the

countersubject accompanying all but one statement of the sub-

ject. Berwald then plays with fragments of the subject and

countersubject but fails to employ any standard contrapuntal

devices. There are no stretti, inversions, or retrogrades to

be found here. The counterpoint is good, and the interplay

of the melodic fragments is interesting, but the fugue never

quite fulfills itself. The full subject with countersubject

is not heard again until shortly before the work ends, when

they are repeated twice.

The work ends with a fortissimo setting of fragments of

the subject set against each other in offset rhythms. This

interplay of melodic fragments continues until the dominant

of ) major resolves in quiet half notes after the pause and

the work ends as the D major chord resolves to a cadence on

G major.



CHAPTER IV

THE LAST QUARTETS

String Quartet in A Minor

Berwald's second string quartet, in A minor, began a

long series of chamber works. The symphonies, operas, and

symphonic poems were all behind him, and he seemed now to be

writing for himself instead of the public. The years after

1845 saw a moderate proliferation of chamber music, and works

of this type dominated Berwald's output during his later

life. This quartet, and the third, show the changes which

occur in Berwald's compositional techniques. His experiments

in structure and cyclical form are apparent here, and they

are successful. Out of apparent disorder develops a unity

which is not obvious to the casual observer. The following

paragraphs will examine these developments in Berwald's last

quartets.

Although thirty-one years elapsed between the first and

second quartets, the one in A minor contains some features

which first appeared in 1818. Berwald's harmonies, brash

and surprising in the first quartet, are more refined now,

though the modulations are sometimes just as remote. He is

more subtle in his tonal wanderings than he was in 1818. His

music is more refined and polished also in his treatment of

42
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thematic material. In the scherzo of the first quartet,

Berwald made use of motive or theme groups. Here he carries

this technique further than before and uses groups of themes

rather than groups of motives. These similarities and the

major differences will be made more apparent in the discus-

sion of the form of the first movement of this quartet.

The quartet opens with a slow, mysterious introduction, parts

of which will return later in the work as unifying devices.

The first thing one notices about the introduction of this

movement is its chromatic slitherings through different

tonal areas. As the work unfolds, the tonal center moves

through A minor, F major, E minor, and C major. This

chromaticism is the most often mentioned feature of this

work, and it has been compared to that of composers from

Spohr to Reger.1 The introduction opens on A, but the

modality is uncertain. As soon as it begins to sound as if

Berwald may settle in A major, there is a pause, after which

he suddenly shifts to F major, but only for a moment. The

harmony passes through other keys until the introduction

finally arrives at a cadence on a G major chord.

But the tonality is not the important factor in the

introduction. The short motivic cells given below (Example

17) will figure prominently later on in the quartet, as

1 Robert Layton, "Berwald's Chamber Music," Musical
Times CIX (April, 1968), 320.
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Ex. 17--Berwald, String Quartet in A Minor, first mov.,
introduction.

will be explained. The allegro opens with the first of many

themes (Example 1). This theme is repeated twice before

Berwald begins to suggest a tonality other than A minor, but

after a long pedal on F, the tonal center returns once more

to the home key. The opening motive (Example 1) is then

repeated, but it is not used for thematic purposes. It,

with a varied form of the opening measure of the introduction

(see Example 21) appears as a bridge to the second theme.

This theme is formed from a modulating motive which leads

through a series of secondary dominants but fails to modulate

and returns to the home key.

At this point, in measure 61, the first extended melody

appears in the first violin as the tempo slows slightly. In

contrast to the preceding melodic material, this theme is a

complete melody formed from distinct motivic cells. The

entrance of this theme in measure 61 (Example 18) marks the

true beginning of the exposition, since neither of the

previous themes appears in the recapitulation.
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Ex. 18--Berwald, String Quartet in A Minor, first nov.,
mm. 61-69.

Further contrast to the previous themes is provided by this

theme's separation from the rest of the movement. It is

slower than the rest of the material and leads to a grand

pause in measure 69.

The fourth theme, like the second, is introduced by a

fragment of the opening theme of the allegro (Example 1).

It forms a modulating section which leads to the final theme

of the exposition.

Since it is the only one of the five themes that settles

in a key other than A minor, the closing theme also serves as

the second key area of the exposition (Example 19). This

theme, in C major, is quite similar to the last two measures

of the theme illustrated in Example 18 (above), and the

relationship of the two themes may be seen by a comparison

of Examples 18 and 19.
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Ex. 19--Berwald, String Quartet in A Minor, first nov.,
mm. 92-99.

These themes form a rather complex exposition and the

relative importance of each is at first unclear. Two of

them, the third and the fifth, stand out from the rest . The

former stands out because of its relation to the closing

theme and for its separation from the rest of the movement.

The latter stands out because of its relation to the third

theme and for its appearance in the recapitulation. That

these two themes are the most important will be made more

apparent when the recapitulation is discussed below.

In the lcng exposition, the development section of this

movement is relatively short. Berwald uses the second and

third themes in their complete forms , rather than breaking

them into individual motives. Strict motivic development,

as in the music of Beethoven, has been replaced by develop-

ment of theme groups. The third theme (Example 18) is

developed first in an interplay between the four instruments.

It leads to the second theme, which preceded it in the
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exposition. This theme is also interplayed between the four

voices and leads to the recapitulation.

The harmonic structure of the development is fairly

simple. The first developed theme begins in C minor and

leads to F minor, from where the second developed theme

leads to the recapitulation in the home key.

The recapitulation is short and compact. It is here

that the third and fifth themes from the exposition (Examples

18 and 19) assume their importance in relation to the other

themes. The recapitulation begins with an exact repetition

of the third theme. Even the key and the setting of this

theme are as they were before. The tempo is slightly slower

(as earlier) and a pause again separates this theme from the

next. The relationship between the third and fifth themes

is now obvious. The last fragment of the third theme

(Example 18) immediately precedes the fifth theme, and their

similarity may be shown here, divided by the word "silence"

(Example 20).

Ex. 20--Berwald, String Quartet in A Minor, first mov.,
mm. 156-157.



The fifth theme from the exposition is heard two times.

The first time, it appears exactly as before. The second

time it is heard, it is transposed to the key of A major and

leads to the closing section of the movement.

The long exposition of the movement is balanced by a

long coda. The fourth theme from the exposition returns, but

without the scrap of the opening motive which preceded it

before. It again leads to the fifth theme, which now appears

in a varied form. Only a scrap of it is heard and it is now

in the key of A minor.

The movement begins to close on an A minor pedal, but

breaks off suddenly to a dominant of B flat major. This

dominant ends the first movement and serves as a connector

to the second movement, which begins after a fermata rest.

The first movement shows Berwald's attempts at achieving

a cyclic form when he uses material from the introduction in

the body of the movement. Three examples will support this

fact. The first use of introductory material within the move-

ment occurs in measure 38 as shown below (Example 21).

Ex. 21--Berwald, String Quartet in A Minor, first mov.,
mm. 1-2; m. 38.

401
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The next use of introductory material employs only rhythmic

similarities and is not as apparent as the previous example.

It appears in the fourth theme in measure 71 and its simi-

larity to the introduction is in the relationship of long

and short notes rather than the tempo and melodic pattern

(Example 22).

Ex. 22--Berwald, String Quartet in A Minor, first mov.,
m. 19; mm. 71-72.

The third use of introductory material in the body of the

movement also has rhythmic similarities, but the melodic

patterns are also similar. The motive from measure 6 returns

in the third theme in measure 61 (Example 23).

The adagio is a short ternary form in B flat major

which is connected by a dominant ending that movement. The

slow movement begins with a motive which is repeated (with

slight variations) four times to form the first theme (first

line of Example 25). The harmony begins to shift to F major
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Ex. 23--Berwald, String Quartet in A Minor, first mov.,
m. 6; m. 61.

in measure 5 to prepare for the second theme which begins in

measure 21. After its first statement it is repeated in

measure 26 in C major. The first theme returns in measure

47.

However, the structure of this movement is not as simple

as it first appears. In his attempt at unity, Berwald has

achieved a subtle but effective connection between this move-

ment and the introduction and allegro of the first movement.

The examples below show Berwald's skill in achieving unity

within the composition.

The first connection, in measure 11, links this move-

ment with the rising chord motive from measure 4 of the

introduction. This motive is used twice in the introduction

and twice also in the second movement (Example 24).
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Ex. 24--Berwald, String Quartet in A Minor, first movm. 4; second mov., m. -i.f~~~

The second unifying device appears in the cello in

measure 17 in the key of G major. The motive which opened

the second movement returns as counterpoint to the transi-

tion to the second part of the movement (Example 25).

I-V

Ex. 25--Berwald, String Quartet in A Minor, second mov.,m. 1; m. 17.

The third connection between this movement and the first

movement is in measure 31. The last fragment of the third

theme from the exposition (Example 18) returns here in A

minor, the key of the first movement. Only one measure of
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this theme returns, but the connection is enough to link the

two movements. The second movement, like the first, is

connected to the following movement by a dominant harmony.

The third movement begins on a B flat major resolution

of the preceding harmony but quickly moves to the key of F

major as the first theme begins in measure 13. The home key

is established by a harmonic shift from B flat major to C

major (as a dominant of F major) before the theme begins.

This scherzo is written in a simple but rather large

binary form with a coda. The thematic and harmonic outlines

of this movement are shown in the following diagram (Figure

1). The tonality of the coda is A major in anticipation of

the key of the final movement of this work.

Themes: A B A B Coda
Keys: F C F F A

Fig. 1--Outline of the Scherzo, String Quartet in A
Minor.

The first theme, after a brief introduction, begins in

measure 13 and modulates to C major before it arrives at a

cadence in measure 28 (Example 26).

Ex. 26--Berwald, String Quartet in A Minor, fourth mov.,
mm. 13-21.
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The second theme begins immediately after the first with

a modulating motive which takes the work through a complete

circle of thirds as it appears in each instrument in succes-

sion. A similar motive in the cello follows and briefly

shifts the harmony to the key of G major. A long chromatic

line, also in the cello, then leads to a modulating sequence

which arrives at a cadence on the dominant of C major in

measure 98. The following C major chord in measure 99 acts

as a dominant for the return of the first theme in measure

101.

The return of the first theme is exact for thirteen

measures, but the last part of it is altered so the second

theme may return in the tonic key. The return of the second

theme is then literal (but in the tonic key) until the

beginning of the chromatic line which appeared earlier in

the movement. This time it appears in an ornamented version,

but the effect is unchanged. The modulating sequence which

followed returns here with a slight variation in harmony.

Instead of leading to the home key as it did before, it acts

as a dominant for the key of A major.

This shift in tonality marks the beginning of the coda,

which remains in A major through the end of the movement.

Repeated E major chords lead to the last two measures of the

movement. At that point, the tempo slows and the last

motive of the introduction to the first movement appears in

a rhythmically varied form as it arrives at a cadence on an



E major chord (Example 27). The return of this motive is

the only unifying device connecting the scherzo to the

earlier movements, but it is sufficient to maintain the

unity established before. The following example shows the

similarity.

Ex. 27--Berwald, String Quartet in A Minor, first mov.,m. 19; third mov., mm. 205-206.

Like the finale of the Quartet in G Minor, that of the

A Minor Quartet is in the parallel major key. In this move-

ment Berwald has made maximum use of very minimal resources.

Only two important motives appear in this movement, but these

are used to great effect, so that the relative lack of a

variety of thematic material is not a detriment to the move-

ment. Berwald's use of the motives here is evidence of his

ability to mold a large scale work from mere scraps of

thematic material.

The movement begins with a short introduction on the

dominant of A major before the first motive appears in

measure 5 (Example 28).

54
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Ex. 28--Berwald, String Quartet in A Minor, fourth nov.,
mm. 5-12.

This motive suddenly shifts the mode to A minor (measure 6),

but the juxtaposition of major and minor is not uncommon in
Berwald's music. Other examples of the juxtaposition of
major and minor are found in the G Minor Quartet and in this

quartet. In the finale of his first quartet the main theme

is heard in both modes, and, as stated above, the first and

fourth movements of first and second quartets are in minor

and major, respectively.

The harmony shifts immediately back to A major, however,

as the work continues. The opening motive is repeated one

octave higher in measure 13, leading to a bridge passage

which is accompanied by a pedal motive reminiscent of a

motive from the introduction to the first movement. This is

the only unifying device which connects the finale with the

rest of the work. It returns only once at measure 69 in the

passage leading to the second theme. Its similarity to the

second theme is shown below (Example 29) .
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Ex. 29--Berwald, String Quartet in A Minor, first mov.,m. 19; second mov., m. 21.

The pedal motive continues in measure 25, accompanied

by the motive from the introduction to this movement. The

introductory motive is on A here, and leads to a return of

the opening theme in D major in the second violin. Transi-

tion material which returns later in the movement leads the

work through D major and F major before the pedal motive re-
turns in measure 69.

As earlier, the pedal motive leads to thematic material,

but this time a new theme appears (Example 30). The second

Ex. 30--Berwald, String Quartet in A Minor, fourth mov.,mm. 73-74.

of the two main motives appears in measure 73 in E major.

This motive does not return in its original form, but it

assumes its importance by virtue of its tonal contrast to

the first theme and its appearance as counterpoint to the

AMIL
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main theme later in the movement. After it is repeated

twice, the motive begins to sequence and move between the

four instruments as it leads to a grand pause in measure 97.

Berwald shows his manipulative abilities in the follow-

ing section as he develops the first theme to its fullest.

The theme is sequenced, set in counterpoint against itself,

divided and augmented (Example 31). Each of these devices

appears within the short span of sixteen measures.

Ex. 31--Berwald, String Quartet in A Minor, fourth nov.,
mm. 102-108.

The development of the first motive moves directly to a

transition leading to the return of that motive. The intro-

duction returns in measure 130 , but here it is on the

dominant of D major, where the first motive returns in that
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key in measure 134. The transition material from measure 37

returns in measures 142-157. Instead of leading to the

second theme, however, it leads to the first motive in the

tonic key. The entire theme (Example 28) does not return

here. Instead, only the opening motive returns as it is

interplayed between the four voices. Although the entire

theme is not returned, the repetition of its opening motive

serves as a recapitulation in the tonic key.

A short coda follows the recapitulation and serves as a

final ending for the whole Quartet. The key of A major is

firmly entrenched in the listener's ear by a long pedal on

A leading to the final cadence. In ending this movement,

Berwald closes in a manner which is unusual for him. The

movements of the G Minor Quartet and the previous movements

of this Quartet have all ended softly. In this movement,

however, the final cadence is loud. Berwald's purpose in

this ending is unclear. He may have had some aesthetic

reason for it, but perhaps he just thought it would sound

better.

Quartet in E Flat Major

The Quartet in E Flat Major is one of Berwald's most

interesting compositions. Written in 1849, shortly after

the A Minor Quartet, this work shows some of Berwald's

favorite and most characteristic techniques. E Flat Major

was probably one of his favorite keys, since a number of his
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works are in this key. Besides this Quartet, works in E Flat

Major include his Fourth Symphony, an assortment of short

piano pieces, the first Trio for Violin, Cello, and Piano,

and his Quartet for Piano and Winds. The E Flat Quartet is

also an outstanding example of Berwald's preoccupation with

achieving a truly cyclic form, and the resulting structure

of this work is probably unique in the field of string

quartet writing.

Berwald's previous experiments with form span most of

his creative life and culminate in this Quartet. As early as

1828 before his first journey to the continent, Berwald en-

closed the Scherzo of his Septet within the slow movement.

Whether he did this in the 1817 version is a matter for

speculation, but it is an intriguing point to consider.

Seventeen years later, in 1845, Berwald enclosed the Scherzo

of his G Minor Symphony within the slow movement.

But these attempts at cyclic form apparently did not

satisfy Berwald. In 1849, he unified his Quartet in A Minor

motivically, joining the movements by related thematic

material. Later in that year, he combined these two unify-

ing techniques to produce his most interesting experiment in

formal structure.

The first movement opens with a vibrant introduction

punctuated by strident chords mingled with brief periods of

silence. Cadenzas in the first violin and cello add to the
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feeling of contrast and excitement generated by the opening

(Example 32).
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Ex. 32--Berwald, String Quartet in E Flat Major, first
Mov., mm. 6-7.

A repetition of the beginning of the introduction followed

by separated chords leads to a short cadenza in the second

violin. A single leading tone then leads to the first theme.

The exposition begins with a lovely first theme charac-

terized by soaring arpeggios and sighing leaps in the first

violin (Example 33).

Ex. 33--Berwald, String Quartet in E Flat Major, first
mov., mm. 30--40.~~
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The first part of this theme concludes with a falling motive

which ends on the dominant. A chromatic line leads to a

climbing theme which seems to reach as high as it can go be-

fore tumbling down as rapidly as it rose. This theme,

beginning in G minor, forms a striking contrast to the open-

ing theme, but together they form a complete and exciting

first theme (Example 34).

Ex. 34--Berwald, String Quartet in E Flat Major, first
mov., mm. 42-44.

For added effect, Berwald repeats the opening theme

(Example 33) in the viola, but the second part (Example 34)

returns in the first violin. The viola gives a somewhat wist-

ful quality to the theme, but the effect is quite interesting.

In measure 72 the opening motive returns in a modulating

sequence, forming the first part of a transition to the

second key area and the second theme. The transition is com-

pleted by stringent G major chords which punctuate the new

theme and provide the dominant of the new key.

The second theme, in C minor, contrasts the first in

character and mood. Instead of soaring and sighing, it

drives with a furious intensity, as if it were trying to
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escape from some unknown terror (Example 35). The theme is

repeated before the opening motive again returns as part

Ex. 35--Berwald, String Quartet in E Flat Major, first
mov., mm. 82-90.

of a transition. Again, crashing chords punctuate the division

as the work moves to a return of the first theme.

The second violin carries the first theme here, as if

it were trying to resolve a conflict between the first violin

and the viola. But the resolution of conflict does not occur.

Instead of playing the entire theme, the second violin yields

to the first violin, which takes over the melody and tries to

soar above the other instruments. However, the melody seems

to tire as the tempo slows and the instruments rest on an

E flat seventh chord.

Suddenly, in measure 138, a new theme appears in A flat

major (Example 36). The third theme seems as if it were an

ocean wave, first rising and falling before it flattens

itself on the sand. This theme, like a wave, is characterized
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Ex. 36--Berwald, String Quartet in E Flat Major, first
mov., mm. 138-146.

by crests and troughs before it smooths itself into a

rippling line.

Then, as if it were trying to break through the water,

the opening motive again returns as an integral part of a

transition. This transition leads directly into the develop-

ment. At first it is not obvious what Berwald intends to do

here, but a fragment of the closing theme (Example 36)

appears in measure 168. This motive is inverted and se-

quenced in each of the voices until it is discarded in favor

of the first motive of the second theme (Example 35). This

motivic fragment receives a rough treatment. It appears in

the cello in E minor, but before it can complete itself

fragments of it are played against it in one against one

counterpoint. In measure 200 it begins to sequence until it

reaches A minor and abruptly ends.

A rapidly modulating section follows but the second

theme returns again in measure 226, where it is once more



set against itself in counterpoint. But, as before, it

suddenly seems to run out of energy as the introduction to

the closing theme returns in measure 254. The closing theme

returns here in B flat major, and expects it to lead back to

the recapitulation in the key of E flat major.

However, the expectation of a recapitulation is not

satisfied. The opening theme does not return here, but is

replaced by transition material in E flat major. At this

point, as before, the transition material is based on the

opening motive of the exposition (Example 33). It leads to

a long, intense coda which is permeated by hints of the first

and second themes. The coda is marked by sharp dynamic con-

trasts and constant motion until the end approaches. For

fourteen measures, only one or two are heard before the move-

ment ends with an F sharp to G cadence in the first violin.

The listener is left suspended with no recapitulation. A

conflict seems to have appeared, but it will be resolved

later in the work.

The final note of the preceding movement established

the third of the key of the opening of the slow movement,

which begins in E flat major. The two movements are con-

nected by this tonal continuity, but another connection is

more interesting. The numbering of the measure is continued

from the first movement. Though this fact may seem insigni-

ficant, its importance will be established following the

discussion of the Scherzo.



The slow movement of this Quartet begins with a brief
introduction in E flat major, which acts as a dominant of
A flat major, where the first theme begins. The introduction

is shown in Example 37. The form of this movement is perhaps
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Ex. 37--Berwald, String Quartet in E Flat Major, secondmov., mm. 338-347.

its most interesting feature, not so much for its complexity

(or simplicity) as for its presentation. As stated above,

the Scherzo is enclosed within the slow movement, the form

of which is not completed until after the Scherzo.

Two contrasting themes are presented in the first half

of this movement. The first (Example 38) is characterized

by an abundance of florid ornamentation and chromaticism.

The second theme (Example 39), which is also very chromatic,

contrasts the first with its counterpoint and imitation.

Instead of remaining in a single instrument, this theme is

I
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Ex. 38--Berwald, String Quartet in E Flat Major, second
mov., mm. 348-351.

Ex. 39--Berwald, String Quartet in E F__t _aor_ ecnmov., mm. 372-375. - FlatI~~~~~~
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shared by each of the voices. At the conclusion of the

second theme, one expects a return of the first theme, but

the return does not occur, as the movement leads to the

Scherzo by cadencing on a G major chord.

The C minor tonality of the Scherzo was prepared by the

preceding harmony. This movement, the longest of the entire

Quartet, is marked by sharp thematic contrasts. The first

theme (Example 40) is characterized by two motives which are

interplayed between the voices.

Ex. 40--Berwald, String Quartet in E Flat 'Major, third
mov., mm. 388-393.

The second theme, in E flat major, is a loping melody

easily recognizable by its lack of counterpoint, as each

voice is set in the same rhythmic pattern (Example 41).
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Ex. 41--Berwald, String Quartet in E Flat Major, third
nov., mm. 42O0-428.

As both themes return, one becomes aware of a double

exposition, although the tonal center has changed. As the

first thee returns in G minor, an interesting fact becomes

apparent. The keys of the three themes heard so far spell

a C minor triad, the key of the movement. Whether this was

intentional is a matter for speculation, but it does tend to

establish the key of the movement in a very subtle manner,

The outline of the C minor triad continues as the second

theme returns in full in its original key of E flat major.

The development section, which begins in measure 512,

opens with only a hint of the first theme. Berwald quickly

discards this motive as he begins a long modulatory section.

The tonality shifts between A major and F sharp minor until

measure 5641, where thematic material from the exposition re-

turns . A fragment of the first theme is used as a transition

motive to introduce a return of the loping second theme.
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This theme appears in its entirety in E major before it

repeats itself almost immediately in E flat major.

The opening motive of the first theme then returns, and

is developed with some of the material from measures 512-

564. This portion of the development is suddenly broken off

by another repetition of the second theme. This time it is

in G major and is followed by an immediate repetition in G

flat major. This half-step relationship recalls the earlier

use of E major and E flat major for this theme. Figure 2

illustrates the development of the Scherzo.

A = first theme (Example 40)
B = second theme (Example 41)
C = material from measures 512-564

Themes: A C A B B A B B
C

Keys: X F sharp minor A X E E flat X G G flat

Fig. 2--Outline of the development of the Scherzo, String
Quartet in E Flat Major.

The first theme returns in a fragmented form and appears

in a variety of keys. As it is repeated with long dotted

half-notes the key center begins to settle as the harmony

moves to E flat major. Four abrupt and widely separated

chords end the Scherzo on E flat major.

At this point, the introduction to the second movement

(Example 37) returns exactly as it appeared before. The

first theme of that movement (Example 38) returns and com-

pletes the three-part form begun earlier. Though the return
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of the first theme was severely delayed, its eventual appear-

ance satisfies the ear's desire for a balanced form. A

short cadenza leads to the final movement.

As soon as the last movement begins, one notices a

certain familiarity about its first theme. It is actually

the long-pontponed recapitulation of the first movement.

The first and second themes appear exactly as they did in

the exposition with all the same transition material based

on the opening motive. The return of the second theme leads

to a transition based on the same opening motive. A series

of loud chords separates the recapitulation from a brief but

interesting coda. The opening theme appears briefly in the

cello and in the first violin before the work ends quietly

on an E flat major triad.

The unusual structure of this Quartet may be described

in several ways. It forms a large arch, and if each movement

were labelled, it might be described as an A B C B A form.

The problem of form seems to key on the question as to the

number of movements in this Quartet. The first and most

obvious answer is five. The description of the work in this

manner would postulate that movements IV and V are merely

repetitions of movements I and II. This analysis would work

very well were the measures not numbered consecutively

through the entire work. If a description uses this fact

as its main premise, then the Quartet has only one movement

with sections in contrasting keys and meters.
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Perhaps the most reasonable solution to the problem is

to assign the Quartet only three movements, two of which are

enclosed by others. The description now becomes quite logi-

cal. The Scherzo is enclosed by the slow movement, which is

in turn enclosed by the first movement. This system of en-

closure provides two important features. First, the

enclosure allows the completion of forms. The slow movement

was completed after the Scherzo and the first movement was

completed only after the form of the slow movement had been

resolved. This structure, combined with the constant repeti-

tion of thematic material within movements, provided Berwald

with his answer to the problem of cyclic form. The Quartet

is balanced both structurally and thematically, and it must

have been a source of great satisfaction to the composer.



CHAPTER V

EVALUATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Berwald's first quartet was composed in the classical

tradition of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven. This is logical,

since in the conservative musical environment of Sweden,

their music and the music of their contemporaries was that

which was most often performed. The relationships between

these composers and Berwald's first quartet are clear, es-

pecially in the first movement. The distinct first and

second themes, followed by their development and recapitula-

tion, allow this movement to fall into the general framework

of the classical sonata form, as expressed in the music of

Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven. Also in keeping with this

form, the key relationships are what one might expect. In

accordance with the practice which was prevalent during the

late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, an opening

theme in minor was followed by a second theme in the relative

major. Of course, this did not occur in every sonata, but

Berwald followed the most common practice of his predecessors

by writing this movement according to the principles stated

above.

The G Minor Quartet, composed in 1818, is obviously not

the work of an accomplished master, but it does have its

72
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merits. Some of its features may be regarded as indications

of greater things to come. For example, the form of this

Quartet is quite transparent. Each section of the first

movement is quite distinct from the others. The two themes

of this movement are easily identifiable by their character

and their keys. His adherence to the established "rules" of

sonata form may be indicative of Berwald's care and craftman-

ship. One must remember that he wrote this Quartet while he

was still a very young man, and that it was one of his

earliest major pieces. This Quartet was the work which

Berwald used to solidify his compositional technique, and at

that he succeeded. Therefore, while this Quartet is not a

masterpiece, it served Berwald's purpose. He has proven his

ability to compose within an established set of principles.

In doing this he has provided himself with a point from which

to depart in later works and a foundation on which to build

and expand.

The importance of the foundation laid by the first

quartet is demonstrated by the Quartet in A Minor, which was

composed thirty-one years later in 1849. By this time,

Berwald was an accomplished and skilled composer. Most of

his operas and all of his symphonies had been written between

1830 and 1845. The only major works that Berwald would write

after 1845 were the last two string quartets and the two

piano quintets.
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In the Quartet in A Minor, Berwald has again based the

opening movement on the principles defined in the works of

Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven. There are, as explained in the

analysis of the music, distinct first and second themes,

though they are almost hidden deep within the body of the

movement. The principles are present, but they have been

skillfully hidden beneath the complex structure of the move-

ment. Only in the recapitulation do the functions of the

themes become clear.

But newer principles have also appeared. Composers such

as Mendelssohn, Schumann, and even Beethoven in his ninth

symphony, were concerned with unity of form within the large

framework of a multi-movement work. Whether these composers

had a significant influence on Berwald is unclear. As early

as 1817, in his Septet, Berwald achieved a degree of unity

by enclosing the Scherzo of the work within the slow move-

ment, a technique he would later use in his G Minor Symphony

and the E Flat Quartet.

But, in the A Minor Quartet, Berwald employed thematic

and motivic unity over the structure of sonata form. As

explained in the analysis of the music, each movement is

related thematically or motivically to the introduction of

the first movement. Though the relationships are often

tenuous, unity has been successfully achieved.

Berwald has accomplished three things in the A Minor

Quartet. First, he has retained the principles which were



defined in the music of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, and

which were used by him in the G Minor Quartet. Second, he

has applied the principles of formal unity as exemplified in

the music of composers who were active during the early and

middle years of the nineteenth century. Finally, he has

skillfully superimposed the new principles upon the old.

The classical sonata form has been joined with the romantic

concept of formal unity.

The Quartet in E Flat Major is easily Berwald's best

work in this genre. In it he has kept a clear outline of

sonata form and combined it with the principles of cyclic

form to a greater degree than in the A Minor Quartet. The

divisions of its form are clear even though they are sepa-

rated by the interposition of other movements. His thematic

material in this Quartet is more melodic than that of the

others. The melodies, with the possible exception of the

first theme of the Scherzo, are singable and easily

recognizable. They have not been hidden by harmonic ambi-

guity or counterpoint, as in the earlier quartets. He has

preserved his classical roots while exploring the realm of

nineteenth-century romanticism. Clearly, this is the goal

for which Berwald had been striving in his quest to master

the problems of form.

These quartets represent only a small portion of nine-

teenth-century music, but only through attention to the
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small can the great be understood. Berwald was composing

in the shadows of many great composers, but it was men such

as him who allowed the masters to achieve their fame. The

minor composers such as Berwald made many contributions to

the music of their day and deserve proper recognition for

their efforts. His legacy is one of experimentation and

originality and it is on this legacy that Berwald's place in

music history is assured.
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